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The four basic subjects covered in this session are shown in the cover page
program. Four NASA presentors were: Wayne Johnson, Phil Raney, Bob Huston
and Bensen Dexter. The individual subsessions were chaired by Bill Walls of
Boeing Vertol, Bob King of Hughes, Troy Gaffey of Bell and John Shipley of
the Arnly - Langley.
We spent about two hours on each of these four subjects and handled them one-
by-one. The conclusions from those two hour sessions weren't voted upon.
I'm not presenting the results of a tally of that sort. This is a much-
condensed summary of the consensus that seemed to come out of our discussions.
To start, we tried to relate what the users said in their talks on the first
day (see Volume I|) to the topics we were discussing. We kept score of how
often things were n:entioned - at least those things that were mentioned in the
sense of being important and needing work. Figure i shows the matrix that
results. To clarify the chart, it counts only items specifically mentioned.
I don't think there's anyone who spoke for the users that would not say
reliability was important, but only eight of them actually mentioned it on
Wednesday. However, you note reliability came out at the top of the list.
This chart h.as a number of interesting messages in it, and I won't try to give
them all to you. For exa_iple, one of ou," panels is on vibration and if you
listened for the speakers to ask for lower vibration, only two did that.
However, if lower vibration is also a way to get better reliability, as we
think it is,-then eight speakers asked for that. So there is a need for
translation that this chart attempts to do.
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You also didn't hear speakers calling specifically for composite airframes
and that was another of our panels. Again, they were asking for reliability.
They did ask for reduced weight and lower cost and all of those are the
payoffs of composite airframe. So it turns out if you keep score this way,
all four of our subsessions were requested by the users, in our interpretation,
whether tile user said it quite that way or not.
Our subsession on Wednesday afternoon heard a synopsis of the NASA program as
it exists now. Then, on Thursday, we went into critiquing that program.
Since tile plenarysession didn't hear the synopsis of th,eir program, th-is
su.m_arywill cover, briefly, what they are doing, and then our response to
that program.
Covering Aerodynamic Performance first, the NASA program was neatly divided
in subsets as shown in Figure 2. It ranges from working with airfoils alone,
two dimensionally, through adding the rot.ationaI effects to make a whole rotor,
complete rotor pevfor1_ance and loads, and fuselage - rotor interactions and
finally complete vehicle aerodynamics. Their program, which has many elements
in it, was subdivided to cover this whole spectrum. As you'll see throughout
all four of these sessions, there's been a lot of interaction prior to this
meeting between industry, particularly, a,d NASA, and their program already
reflects a lot of this interaction. So our session was marked by much more
agreement than disag_'eement with what is planned.
NASA is doing a number of experiments using laser velocimeters. Fotlr laser
beams intersect at the tip of a rotor blade. With those four beams, they can
measqre two components of velocity at a point in the stream near the rotor tip
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without disturbing the flow at that point. This is a very powerful tool being
used in a variety of ways as we get into some of the tough problems of rotor
aerodynamics. Another tool on site at Ames is the RSRA. A number of programs
now can be launched in that direction, and we really haven't begtm to invent
all the ways it might be used.
Now to the critique and our interpretation of the user's requests, (Figure 3).
One item that we've classified under performance and that shuwed up a number
of times on Wednesday, was the need for real engine-out performance, for a real
twin engine helicopter. Now, that might be interpreted to mean, "put in very'-
ample power;" somebody said, "do it like the French do." Or, it might be
interpreted to mean - pay attention to the performance of tile aircraft in those
environments where you only have one engine, and where it's critical. That,s
the end of it that the performance people need to address. Over the years,
we've done a lot of work on hover performance and high spe:d performance, but
if you are concerned about what happens when an engine quits in the process Of-
takeoff and landing, that's another ele(T_entof perfo,'mance that really hasn't
gotten much basic research attention in the past. The users kept telling us
on Wednesday that that is very important. To just put in bigger engines is a
partial solution at best. The aerodynamicist has a ,)r,;bleT::too, and it's a
tough one. It involves all the sophistication of the problems he's been
working, plus unsteady flows of the rotor, unsteady motions of the pilot's
controls, and all that goes with that. So, we spiked this out since NASA
doesn't have a current activity in this area (There are a few things that
relate, but it really doesn't have much attention), and we kind of outlined
here what should be done. To start, there's a need to develop or acquire a
suitable mathematical model and simulation that can handle those problems,
and to get data in wind tunnels and, hopefully, in flight to prove that those
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models are correct. Then, the analyses can be validated using the data.
This effort would make the tools available to analyze this problem, the
engine-out transient performance problem, in the same kind of sophisti-
cation that we handle hover out-of-ground effects.
The rest of the aerodynamics needs can be broken uown between fuel
efficiency, which shows up in several advantages to the user, and increased
speed. Of course, the configuration session got itlto speed. Here, we are
really talking about advanced highspeed helicopters ot the more conventional
configuration. The program, as it was laid out, really seemed to address
fuel efficiency in just about every way anyone could think of. In our dis-
cussions of this, no one had much to add. It's a good program, It was
endorsed.
Speed is more than just performance. One of the reasons a helicopter
doesn't go faster is that it then begins to shake or to make too much
noise, or become hard to fly, or to produce loads in control systems; so if
speed is going to be increased, it takes a systems approach - an interdis-
ciplinary attack on speed. We had a lot of discussion about that in the
course of our day. How does that relate to what NASA is doing? There were
a couple of suggestions for things that might be different. One is that in
model rotor wind tunne| testing, we should try to get more of the things we
want to learn about in-flight behavior. It's desirable to measure vibration
and measure noise - not just performance. The measurement i_ _e tunnel of
vibration, which properly indicates how an aircraft will sL_'_e, and the
measurement in the tunnel of noise are both in their infancy, and can well
get more attentionl That would help us get more speed in a real sense.
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Our second subsesion was on acoustics and the NASA acoustics program
addresses primarily the four bullets in Figure 4. The major objectives
are to reduce rotor noise; develop a way to predict the noise (external
noise), reduce interior (gearbox) noise, and finally, define what noise is -
what is it that bothers people about noise.
There is a well laid out program that covers this across the board.
In addition, NASA is currently responding to industry requests to put
more attention on this area. They're in the process of coming up with an
outline of a new initiative to broaden the current program. Hopefully,
our critiqce here will help in planning that initiative. NASA is saying,
"here's our program, but we hear you and we are going to expand it, or
propose to expand it. ''_We were really critiquing it before that expansion.
Now, what is the nois_ problem? We've attempted to sun_arize this it;Fi_re 5.
Fhe noise problem is very complex because there are several sources of
ncise. These include the "conventional" noise of an airfoil going through
the air as on an airplape, and noise of a periodic nat_re because the rotor
is turning and comes by once per revolution, and added, complex sources
because the blade runs into its own wake, or because it goes transonic at
times on the advancing side. These all add ,Jp and what you hear is the sum
total, but the analysis of each source is a little different. How you would
measure each of those sources is also a little different, so that it is quite
complex. Typically, researchers that are working on one piece of the problem,
and have an enormous challenge, are not even addressing another part over on the
other side of this chart.
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ROTORCRAFT ACOUSTICS
OBJECTIVES
, TO PROVIDE A TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR REDUCING ROTORCRAFT BLADE NOISE WITH
MINIMUM PERFORMANCE PENALTY.
i
!
t
I
• TO DEVELOP AND VALIDATE AN ACCURATE METHODOLOGY OF ROTORCRAFT NOISE
PREDICTION.
• TO DEVELOP THE TECHrlOLOGY FOR REDUCII_G ROT" FU_FT INTERIO,,R NOISE LEVELS.
• TO QUANTIFY THE ANNOYANCE CHARACiE_IJ " OF ROTORCRAFT NOISE.
Figure 4
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So. hclicopt.cv" noise is a bi(l problem with NASA's program, both ht, v-e _md at.
Ldntllt_y, addr_,ssing ,just ,_bout d]l of it. It w_s pointed out sevtw,_l times,
th,_I,trvintl to tie this all together to Llt't.the whole pictut't' rt,m,_ins.
Int_,rn,tl t_oist, is _ p,_rt of t.ht, protlr,ltn. Most of tht' intorn,ll Iloist' iS
tit,flt,r,ltt,dby tht, t. ,lI1sinis._ion, ,rod tht,r(, ,wt, ,1 iltJillbq.,t"o| w,I.ys to rodiico th,tt
Iloiso WlI_'II_l_'rlOr,l?d or oIi Its w,ly trolll tho tr,msmission to tht, t,,ws of iht,
P,Iss_,n_lt,rs. A four yedr pl,m working ttlward dt'monstr,_tinU wJys to do this is
undt,rw,ly ,It NASA - I.,_n_llt, y.
Allotht,r uniguo facility ht,rt, ,it Ames for mt,,zsurinq t,xt,,rn,ll hoist, is tht, Y[I._A.
It is ,I .,,up:,rgui_,t airpl,ult,. You |n,iyIt,lvt,.'::.t,t,ni: f l.yinLl ,_round - ] doubt if
wlu'vo hc,l|'d it Ilyin_l ,wouild. It carries microi>holl_,s on Iht' t,li], the
ht,iicoptcr who'_t' lloisL' is b_'in_l mt',Isu|'_'d,llys ill tor|||,Ition with it, ,lwa),.irom
,lily (_bstT'tI(.'tiOllS, %0 that .you th_,n ,_It'trt,_, ,tit" llOi%0 lll__1%lll't'lllt_ll|% ill _,I Vt"t'V
||ict'ly control lt'd t'nvirolm|ClII, tluitt' _.1 IIIIi_.IIH.' facility; ,rod b.V 'gh,l|_iIl_l Ihcir
f Oi'lll,I[ ion d i t |¢'i't'ItI ly, !llt'y C,lll lllO,Istlt't' tllt' llOl'kO ill ,I '-Ii tf t'l'l.'vll ,I,' imu111
r_'l,IIiw, to lilt'ht,l icoptt,v" - to Iht, ',ourcc.
Our ¢riligut, is summari,'t,d in l i_l,wt, b. lilt, first llt, t,d is low t, xtt'r.lal noi_,_,
,".lltJIllt_t'rlt Ih'> llsors ,Iskt'd ttlt"i'_. Wh,lt do_'x th is 111t',lll_ [t Ii,Is,I lltlilllll,r ot
t'Icm_'nts to il. Ri_lht now, th_,v'_,'s,I _Ir_,,Itdt'b,Ilt,_lOin¶l on about v_oixt, r_'_:Iul,l-
t ions. IAA is ill tho pv'oc_'s._of ,Idoi_tin_l ,I r|il_' which ht'licopt_ws taunt m_'_,t.
At lht, sam_, t i:m> wo'rt, ;z|_,t,t ill[jht"rt,, tilt'm,llllif,tt|u|'t,r,.It't'tl,ltht't'i_ILlill W,IslliI1¢:It_I,I
tO put to!It'tht'r th_,ir rat io|t,_It_ tiltv;h.y the, rules xho[:id bt, dift_,rt,||t, or d_'l,lVCd.
Iortu_l,lt_,Iy, _._,didn't _:It'ti_to th,lt dcb,lt_, in the, _ourst, oI our |m,t,tiIl_l),'_'st_'rdav -
Pr{/D,Ib l y b_,c,tust, _,v_,r.ybody kll_'w I ht'l'_.' w,ls onol.igh dt,[1,1tt, _;]l'_',ldy t ,Ik in(l 1)1,_,t,.
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To meet the proposed new noise rules, things like improved tips and other ways
of reducing rotor noise are recognized as a way to go. There isn't a lot in
the NASA program at this point. Much of that tends to be configuration specific,
and maybe there shouldn't be a lot in tile NASA program. We will reach a point
where all tile tricks r,,n out and fancy tips won't reduce the noise any more.
The only way to go beyond that r_int is to slow the rotor down, if more reductions
are needed to meet the rule. Then there is another research area that will open
tip. How do you slow the rotor down and not penalize yourself badly in performance
or weight? Perhaps high lift airfoils will become more important, and we'll
need more NASA involvement in that area. Much depends on where the rule comes to
rest and how far we can tweak thin.qs like tips to get within tile rule. '_obody
really knows that answer yet.
Defining noise sources is a hu(le sub.iect. Part of our problem in unde|'standin 9
where we are fight now is the _,roblem of good repeatable data in flight. We'd
low_ Io be able to do more of that in the wind tunnel, and this came up for some
discussion and, needs an emphasis. It's a sh,_.me to have to wait until you fly to
find o{:_. where you stand on noise. In the process ot all the work goin9 on in
0 Itlme 40' x oO wind tunnel expansi,,n and iml)rOw, menI, we should be sure it is
upgraded also to be a good noise measurement facility. Perhaps it ew,n makes
sense to model the way that tunnel would l)e treatec] in some s_1;aIler tunnel and
make sure it's goin 9 to work so when that tunnel comes back l,p, we have a way
to measure rotor noise without 9oin9 out and flying it.
[yell when yoLJ _1o out and fly to measure noise, it lurns mJt nol to be easy.
If you rLitl tWO tests on the sa_ile aircraft, m" p,_|'ticula|ly, if two different
a!tencies do it; they'll get two different answers. So, there's some technology
of how you measure noise in a lliqht program that _,,rhaps NASA can contribute
to also.
lll-la
A design-for-noise capability is very definitely in the NASA plan and
that's what they're working on very ha_d. It's a long term job. Figure 8
showed all the sources and shows why the analysis is tough. One thing NASA
might consider and one that the manufacturers had to fall back on in the
meantime, is a semi-empirical way to get noise predictions. Maybe this can
be left to the manufacturers - we're all doing it - or maybe NASA will see a
way they can contribute to a more universal, semi-empirical noise predictor.
Finally, there's a requirement for quantifying the noise annoyance - psycho-
acoustics - if you will. What is it that bothers people about helicopters?
My next door neighbor has a power lawn mower. The kid across the street has
a motorcyle. They make more noise than a lot of helicopters - at least in my
living room theydo. There's a suspicion that it isn't just helicopter
noise that's of concern, but it's the fact that if you can hear something
up there, maybe it's going to fall on you. For people who aren't in the air-
craft business, that's an understandable concern. Maybe sometimes a noise
complaint really is not about noise,it's about safety or something else. If
the concern really isn't noise, it's more of a problem. If we really have to
become undetectLble so the public won't even know that a helicopter is overhead,
then no amount of lowering the noise standards wi11 do any good. This couid
be very important. I think one of the user's called it an "irrational response."
If public noise demands remain irrational, we'll be frustrated in trying to
meet that standard, so we need to get this down to numbers. In the case of
both the aircraft requirement and the heliport requirement, we need to have
noise descriptors that can be put down in technical terms that you can, in fact,
meet. Then when some private citizen comes in and says that's too noisy, and
what he really means is, he's afraid it will fall on his head, we can say no
Ill-15
it meetsthe standardthat has beenagreedto by all the world and it's OK.
Hopefully, reasonwill prevail and the helicopter's potential won't be
unnecessarily restricted.
ThEre is another criteria question on internal noise. The question gets into
the nature of the difference between the no_se you hear in the helicopter and
that which you hear in a fixed wing airplane or in other environments. How
do you m_asure it, PNdB or speech interference levels or what? You get different
numbers with different mixtures of kinds of noise, so we can't just sa) we'll
meet fixed wing standards because of the different nature of the noise. Work
is in process here. Noise reduction means are in the NASA program to some
degree now - hopefully, we'll see it in their augmented program even further.
Let's go on to vibrations. I mentioned earlier that vibration reduction really
turns out to be, in many cases, a means to accompl ish re Iiabi Iity improve_ent.
The NASA program (Figure 7) covers just about all e)ements of tile problem:
improving ways to predict the vibration sources, to predict better the airframe
response, to suppress vibrations at tile source, and to reduce response to
residual vibration. It'sa really good broad approach across tile board. Three
examples from that program are given here.
III-16
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Every company is working on higher harmonic control and is delighted to
see NASA supporting this to a real hardware demonstra ion. There are some
things you just can't analyze.
So the user need in the vibration area isn't particularly low vibration.
It is to get more speed, more payload, more reliability and keep the vibra-
tion down (Figure 8). We'd like to reduce the wei_nt of the gadaets |Jsed
to control vibration, to improve prediction capability, and then
to have some concepts for working it cheaper and lighter.
One way of reducing the weight of vibration control, of course, is to build
a rotor that doesn't create so much excitation in the first place. That is
one of the objectives of the advanced rotor program that NASA is now pursuing -
a major element of their program. If there was a message related to that
that came out of our discussions, it was to be sure to keep as versatile
a_ possible. Every manufacturer has his own pet idea of how you solve
those problems, and the more versatile this methodology and hardware is, the
better it will be able to try them all out.
o •
/
Improved prediction capability is being addressed. I mentioned the NASTRAN
before that's the big analytical problem we've all been working on for a
long time. We're getting to the point where it should be possible to really
have a correlated analysis of the loads and of the response of the airframe,
so, we can say with some confidence, before you fly, what the vibration is
going to be. One of the speakers at our session pointed out that the level
of attention to vibration goes up dramatically after first flight, as
though we didn't know we had to work on it before then. After the first
flight we discover, "What do you know? It shakes_" We really have to get
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out of that mode. We're not in that mode because we haven't tried.
a tough problem and NASA is working on it. Don't give up_
It's
One relatively new element that got a lot of attention is loads coming in
from the tail. We've all gone to high speed helicopters, and to make
them fly better, we've put on bigger tail surfaces. More and more they
then pick up the wake of the rotor, and we've all discovered that that's
a pretty good _ource of excitation as well. So you can't just work
the rotor as a source. The tail is another one, and work in that area
is in the NASA plan.
I showed you the higher harmonic control in the OH-6. The message that came
out of our discussion of that is "make sure you pursue it to the bottom
line." It's been historic, unfortunately, that sometimes when you run one
experiment it has a negative result even though it was a good idea to begin
with. We hope the OH-6 test have a positive result, but should there be some
kinds of difficulties_ all the industry is watching this, so don't give up
easily. NASA should press on until we find out whether HHC really has a
fundamental problem or if fundamentally it will work, because we'd all
like to use it.
Equipment for helicopter environment may have come up in the progu_sion
scssion as well. This gets back to the relationship between vibration and
reliability. We think they are strong]y related, but there is really little
good quantitative correlation that any body can point to. How much do you have
to reduce vibration in order to get more reliability out of hardware? Are
we already there, or how far do you go - what's the payoff? If some controlled
experiments could d_fine the vibration/reliability dependency fer typical
components, we could attack reliability improvement in a more rational way.
iI1-20
TheNASTRANfinite elementanalysis of airframes has beenusedfor years both
for static stress prediction andfor vibration prediction. In the vibration
prediction area, it's beenrather well recognizednot to havebeenable to do
the job. Weget into heateddebatesasto whether the analysis or the analyst
is the problem. If you take a "system"view of it, the system, the manplus
the computerprogram,doesn't workwell enoughandneedsto be improved. I
guessnobodyquestions the mathematics. However,it's very tricky to load
everything properly - to knowhowto represent the stiffnesses andmassesand
joints in an airframe so you canpredict the vibration properly. It's a
demandingproblem. It's not like an airplane with a wing whichhas a couple
of dominant modes. We may be worried about 30 modes of tile airframe. The CH-53
program was run many years ago to try to correlate NASTRAN (with limited success).
There is a new program now underway to review this and essentially do it again
better and more carefully with the CH-47. That effort is just getting started.
Another area is the inter-action or coupling between tile rotor and the airframe.
It's now been learned you can't treat the rotor as a package and the airframe
as a responding package and forget about the interaction one with the other,
and so there are active programs NASA is supporting to find out how those two
tie in together.
Thirdly, in the area of trying to suppress the vibration, a program now has
been turned on to fly higher harmonic control. High frequency control inputs
will be fed into the rotor, based on vibration seen in the airframe, to kill
the vibration right at its source. Hughes is going to fly this on the OH6
and the whole industry is following it.
Ill-?!
Perhaps we )ught to write specifications differently for equipment to
go on helicopters. Even prior to, and in addition to that, we would know
how to target our vibration reduction efforts better. For example, we'd
know that if you can drop from 0.2 g's to O.l g's in the avionics coLaartment,
it will save so many millions of dollars in life cycle cost. If we had
those numbers, we'd be better able to focus our efforts, to the user's benefit.
Comfort criteria come up in acoustics as well as vibrations. In the vibration
area, this is a little complicated since a helicopter has more than one frequency
of vibration in more than one direction, accompanied by noise. As we work this
problem, how do you define goodness? What is the effect of frequency and of
multiple frequencies? Are noise and vibration tolerances coupled or independent?
Some basic work here would help us know how hard to work and in what direction.
Finally, the fourth area for our session was advanced composites. The NASA
program here (Figure 9 ) is again broad. It includes flight service evalu-
ation on aircraft, seme basic research activities in composites applications,
and then a new initiative looking towards the next generation of composite
airframes which make more aggressive use of composites.
Tile flight program goes way back. The CH-54 has been flying for ten years
with boron stiffners. The S-76 is in service with advanced composites and
the CH-53 cargo ramp is about to fly. The 206 composites program has just gone
on contract. The S-76 stabilizer and tail rotor blades will be brought back
from service after two, four, six, and eight years out flying in places like the
Gulf. They will be tested in the laboratory, torn apart, cut up, bent,
and broken to see what long term service does to advanced composites in the
field, i
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NASA COMPGSITE HELICOPTER AIRFRAME PROGRAM
• FLIGHT SERVICE EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS
• ONGOING BASE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
• PLANS FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 9
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In the Bell 206L program certain composite parts are being substitute_ for
the normal parts, and put in service around the vorld. A large humbe, of
parts wi!l be introduced and then brought back after they have had service
exposure to see what the environment does te them. NASA aims to accelerate
the learning process in both these cases to reduce the risk that hangs over
this whole composites area as long as there is not as nearly a big a data
base in the use of these materials as there is in m_tals.
Figure IO indicates some of the people that NASA has been talking to about
putting the parts on the 206. These actions are not all in firm plans yet,
but you can see that the plan is going to put composite parts in a lot or
places - a lot of different kinds of environments - and we should learn so,he
things fairly quickly.
Figure 11 should clarify where thu )anger term N,S,_ program fits to ACAP -
the _rmy's Advanced Composite Airframe Progr?.m. ACAP is now in the heavy
negotiation, competition stage. All of the ccntracto,'s, who are here not
talking about it are involved in comt_eting for that program. What NASA
has in mind. then, is the next step beyond _r-, o,,u-_it's not *_.._._._i.yin__
begin thinking about that. What we're really recognizing is that .e are on
a very ;.eep learning curve in use of composites at this point. Every time
juu try sumet_!ng new, you discover how you can do it even better next time.
That steep learning curve is headed toward getting the full benefit of the
composites. Until you have learned all you need to know, you tend not to
push the strengths of these materials as far as you shot.ld and therefore
net to get the benefits of weight saving and/or the reliability that is
II1-24
POTENTIAL OPERATORS TO EVALUATE COMPOSITE COMPONENTS
ON BELL 206L HELICOPTERS
OPERATOR LOCATION
TRANSPORT CANADA
HELl-VOYAGER
HUISSON AVIATION LTD.
ROYAL CANADIAN MTD. POLICE
TRANS. QUEBEC LTD.
TRANS. CANADA HELICOPTERS
RONSON AVIATION
INTERPACE CORPORATION
ISLAND HELICOPTER CORPORATION
ERA HELICOPTERS, INC.
KENAI AIR ALASKA, INC.
MOBIL OIL C_P_,;-ATiON
BLEDSOE AVIATION, INC.
PETROLEUM HELICOPTERS, INC.
N.E
N.E
N.E
'_.E
N.E
N.E
N._
U. S./CANADA
U. S./CANADA
U. S./CANADA
U. S./CANADA
U. S./CANADA
U. S./CANADA
U.S.
NEW JERSEY
NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
ALASKA
ALASKA
GULF COAST
GULF COAST
GULF COAST
Figure 10
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Inher'entl.y there, So, this looks like a very timely ,_tep, rather loo,,ely
de!int,d. What i_ it that tl_e next _,;eneration will brin_.l in that we doI1't
have now t II i,, too earl.y t_ ",a.y, If we knew what it wa,_, we'd proI_al_ly
I_e puttinq it ill ll_,Iw.
I1| ",.titIIll,t|'.y,, ,IdV,_ill_.'._',,_ l.'OlttpO%ltt"', ,|,,l_l'_,"n'-, %t'Vl.'l',tl II_.L'I" Ill'e'er'n. ,|', ',I1L_k,,'ll Ill I |,.lll|'t' |4"
hut | L'Oll]dli't establish a onl,-to-onL _ COl'l'l, SllOlldl, llCe f1"o111 LISL'I" Ill'I'Ll, Tho liSel"
will get several benefits. Wei_lht, cost and reliabllity are the pri11_ary reasons
for advanced composites, l:ue] econon_y comes fron_ tile reduced weiqht.
A separate item, _.lettinq rid of corrosion, is an obvious l_enefit. More
atx+ut _'r,tshwtll'thint, ss ill ,_ lltOltlOllt. Tho first tlt, llOl',ItiOlt ,ll|y,ll_¢t,d con;po+_ites
,ll'o ill t'valuat.ion rltlht |lOW, and the i+l'oqr,tl|t l'over'_ it well. Ne're lookinq
toward_ tlm next <lener,ltion, towards real l.y _l,,tt |Ill| till' be_t out Of what
_:oin_o._ites have to l_ffet'. We _,:;sentiallv l'lldOl'Sl" |hi'it" l_l'{_ql'aln ill these
,Ir,',l'_ -|nor|, ,Ippiic,ltion to l_l'itl1,1l'.V structures, not just sec,,ndar.v.
Moro of ,1 look at en|,|'_iy ab_,Orl_tion - cr,lsh_ot'lhine,_s is needed. These
II_,llel'i,li_, tend to be brittle ,Ind _f you don't de_lqn HYol_et'iv, _ou could
w111d i| I) _il!i ,,Ol_lelhln_] tltaI is no1_ _'l',l,_ll_o1"lh,,. it's ,i l_otenll,|i ncq,_tiw,.
_ llOl_ kltOW _'llOli_]h to know that it _,'olI dosi_ln l_l'Oi_l'l) ' , _,Oll C,lll IIii'II th,_t
,_round alld it's not ,I neqat.iw' nece._._,wilv, l.et°.,i m,_ke it a l,osltiw'.
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And finally, we noted one other side effect of composites. If you bond the
whole airframe, it tends to be a nice tight structure without any little
slip of joints where there are rivets and that sort of thing. There is some
concern that the inside of the cabin is going tn be like the
inside of a drum. Transmission noise may be transmitted better and make
cabin noise a good deal worse than it is with a metal airframe with all of
its imperfections. Really, at this point, it isn't known whether that's
going to be a bigger problem or a lesser problem. There have been some
tests that say it's not quite as bad as I've made it sound. Here again though,
there is an opportunity to turn composites into a plus and not a minus.
Composites can be tailored to do many things, and there ought to be ways to
make the co_r.positestructure not only strong and light, but capable of
damping out those noises before they get down into tile cabin. This may be
long term, but it's an area where perhaps again NASA can help.
Generally, in our session, we tried to say what the user had told us he
wanted and to respond to it. I must say that tile users were generally
not at our meetir_gs. I hope we heard you right.
The NASA program in the Aerodynamics/Structures area is extensive, and
could be given only a limited treatment in tile time available. This
su_mary has tended to emphasize tilechanges we'd like to see, but it needs
to be said, again, that the current program is endorsed in most areas.
As helicopter fleets and usage continue to grow, technology improvement
still to be made can have a substantial pay-off, and we _velcome _nd encourage
._ASA's participation with us in this exciting future.
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.NASA P( _'_[,_'3T_.AFT ,_-.,,a'-'nr'"_v"'"T"e._,_,,.._..___t_.,C,G_Ay
Wavn_ Johnson
PRECED_JG PAGE BLAr4K NOT FILMED
There are two _x -_,r_m__) objectives, of ICASA's research prog-r_ on
heliecTter aero;yn_nics an _ performance. The first objective Is ix) @eveloF
improves aero;l,-n_mic design metho;olog_" for helicopters an_ roimrs, thereby
re':ucing the engineering ;evelepment require; for new or invroved reformist
.aecignr. The on-" result is reduced aircraft development cost._,. The semen;
objective is to _evelon rotors an! rotorcraft with improves aero-:ynan_c
efficiency, thereby reducing aircraft operating costs. AlterPntively,
ir.pr¢-ve; efficient:: can be tme_ to ¢,ffset performance @egra_ationr due tc
other "'.e_n conc traint_ (such as noise). The approach for this research
program involves both in-house an@ eontractea work. The approach consists
of theoretical investi_-ation_, inc!ufing analysis technique eevelopment. _
an4 the developm.ent cf design or evaluation computer proc.rams: small scale
wins tunnel investigations, including tunnels for airfoils, low speed tunnelr,
an_ transonic tunnels, both in government and in ind'_,try; full scale win a
tunnel investigationz, con_ucte_ in the AO- by SOft/°O - by 120-St" in _ Tunnel:
an'_ f!iaht invect[gat_ons on bo_h gover._ent an,; inJu._try research helicopter,
an_ on the _otor Systems Research Aircraft (?S_A). The aero_ynamic_ program
nay b_. _ivi!e _ into five ma_ior _e_rch._. ar=_: 2_, an@ _D aero_yr.zmic
i henoner_; aero;yr_n_c phenomena of the rotating blade; rotor aero;ynanic
perfornance an; loads; fuselage aero;ynamics; and rotorcraft aero_yPnmics.
?D an; ?D aero_ynmnic phenomena ;:re tho_e problems of helicopter
rotors that can be mo@,elle@ by nonrotating flows, perhaps even two-dimensior-_!
flows. 2peciflc Trcble_s are dynamic stall: blade-vortex interaction:
tip vortex fcrr.ation, inc!udiP_ the influence of tip shape and the design
of ¢yti-zl tip Ceo_etrles; airfoil sect!onr: an; the transonic flow over blade
t!Dr. These phenonePe can be relate_ to the prancinal problems of helicopter
rotors: a_verTe effects on performance, nigh loa_s, high vlb.__i!on, high
n_!se, an; a_'.'erse effects on handlin_ _ua]'liem. For e×a_le, _ynm_ic s¢.a]]
is a f-a?t._r in lo%_s, vibration, an; handling qualities !ini_%tlons; ana the.
b]a;e tip vcrt}ces are in\'elve¢ _n almos, t all of the Froblems of the _-e!icc;ter,
Aero=yn_-mlc phenomena of the ro_%ting blade are those problems
th%t inherently involve influences of rotation on the flow, an _ consequently
also involve the entire rotor. Specific Frob]ems are the rotor wad:e, inc!u_ing
"t_ Sermonic, n, rtructure, an _" inf]uence on the bla_e a_r!oa_s; an@ computatlcnzl
f_'=i; 9yr_cs, _.nc]u_'nc 9eve]cy-:ent of transonic (3D, rotating, undteaay) an;
•U_v__er-Cto:<e_ co_es. Again there re76_.rch areas can be rely.tea to the
7r'r_c'Ual _rob!ems cf he!!ccy:ter retort (_-!thouch rct_-:ry win _ yhenomena are
_o cc-y!ex -_n; "ntcr-re!ate; _,_z.t it c_n a!sc be arcuef that every _pec!flz
Fhenomenu inf__-.,ences 5c some extent all the Frcb!enc),
°c%cr &Ere i;er_orc.af_c_ 2_r_ ]oe.;s are t"_,cse i_roblemD
that "nvclve. a the "ntegrate_ effects of the aero_yn_es on the helicopter
rotor. _-_"f_c:__. i'rc,b]em_, a_e._rotor perforz._.nce, inclu_ing perdlc_on or
ont_n_cat_.on an; the !nf]uence of tip olanfor_ an_ other variab!_s; bla _
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alrloa:_.s mea-_urenent and Fre,!tction: and Invert4.gations of a_vanced c_pflC.urationr.,
including full s,cale wind tunnel te'.;ts and fl}ght tests on the _,S_._.
Fu_.elage aerodynamics are those problen_ that involve the aero_y_'_nics
of the fu_e]aFe ar,,_ _:_il. S_ec%flc prob]e_._ are the dra6 of the hellco_trr
fuselage and hub. _'hieh is a ma)er faeter in the aircraft perfore..ance: and
the aeredyna_Ics of the alrcrane and tail, which influence the helicopter
lk%ndl ing qualities.
._a*,orcraft aeroZy_Imlc_ are thore problem:_ that Invole the entire
he!!cevter, _>_rttcu]arly interference effectr, Specific problen_ are
the Interact}onal aero_yn___Ic ch,aracterlstic_, both mean and vibratory
%nterference_ and the aeroO.ynanlc ]_erfornance of the eemp]ete ,%Ircr_ft.
In _unzary, the aerody_nlc research _rocram of NASA Inc]ude_
work on the e_'.t}re ._rectrum of phenone.%%, frc._ 2D nonrotatin6 problems.
to the aercd>'n:_m_c of _he entire he!!e,_,%er. The re_,earch has the ob_ec%Ix, e
o_" ._eve]o-_,_.,,._,_mFroveO un,".er,:t,%ndlng of the rhcnemena, and the means to
_?re?ict then. th,,:n in','rov_nc helicopter ¢_e',_F,n _.e_,ho,_olo6,y. The re_,earch
%[ al,_o d_recte? a_ _evelopi_ 6 re_r_," an2 roto_raft w_th better aerodyn,amlc
eff!c_.encF an_ ex:_:n?e _. n_b_!Ity.
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OVERVIEW OF NASA'S ROTORCRAFTACOUSTICS PROGRAM
J. P. Raney, D. R. Hoad_ and a. c. Biggers
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this presentation is to outline the essential elements of
_',RA'spresent rotorcraft acoustics program. Participating in this research
activity are the Langley, Ames, and Lewis Research Centers. Overall program
i direction is provided by Mr. John Ward, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
OBJECTIVES
NASA's goal is to develop technology leading to noise reduction and to'
accurate prediction methodology - that is, a design-for-noise capability.
Additional goals include the reduction of interior noise and the quantification
of the annoyance characteristics of rotorcraft noise.
Our objectives may be enumerated as follows:
I. To provide a technology base for reducing rotcrcraft blade noise.
2. To develop and validate accurate methodologies of ....r,raf,
aerodynamic and noise prediction.
3. To develop the technology for reducing rotorcraft interior noise
levels.
4. To develop i_#roved noise metrics for ...._ _,,=H_a,,_,fying"_- annoyance
characteristics of rotorcraft noise.
PROGRAH MILESTONES
Our program may be described in terms of its major tasks, anticipated
milestones, and expected results as indicated in figures l and 2. The
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remainder of this presentation deals with a discussion of these milestones
and their significance in achieving the expected results shown in figures
1 and 2.
ADVA_CED NOISE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY
As indicated in figure 3, the emphasis of this task is on developing and
validating a comprehensive design-for-noise capability for rotorcraft. The
Langley Research Center provides the focus for this activity.
Figure 4 shows a typical result of a recent prediction validation study
in whicn Bolt Beranek and Newman exercised the FarassatlNystrom rotor noise
prediction program (ref. l) to compare predicted noise levels with an existing
aeroacoustic data base (the so-called Bell Operational Loads S,,rvey data base)
of measured blade pressure loads and far field (ground) noise levels." The
calculated results were made using the Bell measured blade pressures and
assumed a hard ground plane. Noise levels in the forward arc are slightly under
predicted; however, the rear arc levels are overpredicted by as much as 3 dB.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of measured and calculated harmonics for
an emission angle of 15 degrees (forward arc - aircraft approach!ng). The first
_evera] harmonics are underpredicted which results in the forward arc under-
predictions shown in figure 4.
The results of this study and a similar study using Sikorsky CH-53 data
(ref. 2) are encouraging and indicate good agreement between measured and
calculated noise levels dominated by thickness effects and deterministic
periodic Made loading.
*To be published as a NASA Contractor Report in 1981.
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Figures 6 and 7 give further prediction validation results. In figure 6
the predicted sound pressure pulse (thickness effects only) for a scale model
UH-ID helicopter with standard existing blades is in nearly perfect agreement
witil the measured pulse.
In figure 7, the same time pulse is shown on the right. In the top left
portion of the figure is a calculation of the noise reduction potential in
terms of SPL of the advanced blade design using _he Farassat/Nystrom prediction
program. In _he bottom left of the figure the calculated noise reduction in
terms of peak-to-peak sound pressure is shown to be in exce|lent agreement
with the experimental results.
The results sho_ in figures 6 and 7 are particu]arly noteworthy because
the advanced model rotor was designed for i_proved aerodynamic efficiency. Not
only was the aerodynamic efficiency increased compared to the original design
blades but the overall noise was reduced by lO dG. These results are clearly
indicative of the benefits to be obtained from the applic,_tion of advanced
noise prediction and aerodynamic optimization methe.do]ogies in which rotorcr.4ft
perform.ance and noise tradeoff studies can be confidently conducted. The
addition of broadband and nonlinear effects to the Farassat/,_ystrom program
(as shown in figure 1) will further enhance the usefu|ness of NASA's advanced
prediction capability.
BASIC NOISE RESEARCH
The second task area is basic noise research which attempts to isolate
and quantify fundamental noise generating rT:echar,isms. The effect of tip shape
on blade/vortex irteraction (BVI) has been studied and reported in reference 3.
Figure 8 shows _ co)_parison of ti_enoise levels of five tip si_apes tested
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which indicates that proper selection of tip shape can reduce BVl by altering
critical vortex characteristics. The BVI phenomenon is the focus of continuing
research on basic mechanisms and the effects of scale.
Another major area of basic noise research is nonimpulsive or broadband
noise. Figure 9 indicates several of the potential noise generating mechanisms
associated with broadband noise. An experiment in Langley's anechoic flow
facility will be conducted in the near future in which these mechanisms _ill
be isolated and studied individually with the goal of achieving a quantitative
ranking of the importance of each. Figure lO summarizes Langley's current
nonimpulsive research activity.
MODEL SCALE AEROACOUSTIC DATA BASE
Themode1_cale and fu11-scale data acquisition tasks are described in
figure If. Figures 6 and 7 showing tunnel data for the UH-ID model, high-• .
lighting prediction validation research,provide a good example of the applic-
ability to validation of model-scale acoustic data obtained from the Langley
V/STOL tunnel. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show an RSRA model, an AH-IG model,
and the UH-ID model respectively in the V/STOL tunnel. These figures
indicate the evolving application of the V/STOL tunnel to acoustic measurements.
Using an early RSRA model,BVl was generated and measured. No acoustic treatment
was used. The AH-IG model was used again to generate and [;_easureBVI for
comparison with full-scale data for this mechanism. Acoustic treatment was
used to enhance the quality of the measurements. Finally, figure 14 shows
the UH-ID model previously discussed together with further improved acoustic
treatment.
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The V/STOL tunnel is presently capable of generating high quality
acoustic data. Further enhancements will continue to improve upon this
capability. The V/STOL tunnel will play an integral role in NASA's rotor-
craft acoustics program.
FULL SCALE AEROACOUSTIC DATA BASE
The acquisition of full-scale aeroacoustic data is an essential element
in validating prediction methodology and in quantifying the effects of scale
on aeroacoustic data. Current planning calls for acquisition of comprehe_isive
air-to-air and air-to-ground data sets for the Cobra (AH-IG) at the Ames
Research Center in the early spring of 1981. The YO-3 aircraft used to
acquire the air-to-air data is shown with the Cobra in station k_eL,ing position
in figure 15.
The test matrix for the Cobra flight experiment has been jointly prepa_:ed
and agreed upon by the Ames and Langley Centers. The results of the flight
experiment will be used to guide and correlate with a portion of the V/STOL
Cobra experiment indicated in figure I.
MODEL/FLIGHT SCALE ACOUSTIC CORRELATION
As indicated in figure 16 determination of the effects of scale on noise
mechanisms is an important task in the rotarcraft acoustics program. The
first efforts will involve the AH-IG and UH-ID aircraft model and flight
aeroacoustic data sets as indicated in figure ] and will focus on BVI. Figure
17 provides an example of an early atter,_ptto correlate Cmentioned earlier)
the effects of scale on BVI for a :nodel arid full-scale AH-IG Cobra aircraft.
Notice the similarities between the model and full-scale results showrl by
both microphone locations. This study, while somewhat qu,_litative, is
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indicative of the results that may be obtained from tunnel and fligh_ experi-
ments that are carefully coordinated to quantify the effects of scale on
rotorcraft noise. Success with this activity will lead to gre_ter significance
and usefulness of mode| data in dete_dning the acoustic properties of a
full-scale aircraft with less reliance on costly full-scale tests.
INTERIOR NOISE REDUCTION
Interior noise reduction studies are being conducted as indicated in
Figures 2, 16, and 19 to achieve increased comfort of crew and passen.]ers
with minimum weight and cost penalties. Figure 18 outlin:s schematically some
of the potential methods of reducing the noise and vibration levels within the
cabin, A program is underway to quantify the sources of the noise and to
identify the patns of the noise into the cabin.
Of particular importance is the structural-borne noise transmitted by
the main rotor gear box and methocls of controlling bot h the vib,'c_tions an.d
noise due to this source. The development of validated predictive models
of ""
_,,eeffectiveness of various noise control treatments designed to withstand
the physical and operational constraints of a typical rotorcraft fligilt environ-
merit will be evaluated based upon subjective response criteria developed for
passenger environments. The passenger acceptance of aircraft interior noise
and vibration as well as co_::_unity reaction to the exterior noise are part of
the LaRC program in acoustics and noise reduction.
Research on the interactive e:fects of broadband noise vJith multlfrequency
and multiaxis vibration has been conducted using the Langley Passenger Ride
Quality Simulator (PRQA) (ref. 4). This research has resulted in a general
model and design tool for prediction of passover;or ride comfort wi '_;n complex
f- ,.?
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ride environments (ref. 5). The basic elements of the ride comfort model
are illustrated in Figure 19 for the particular case where the ride environ-
ment consists of interior noise combined with vibration in the vertical and
lateral axes. The model uses empirically determined laws to compute discom-
fort produced by vibration in each axis individually, co_bines these to
obtain combined axes discomfort, corrects for trip duration, and then applies
a correction for noise discomfort. Output of the model is a single number
index measured along a ratio scale (Disc Scale) of discomfort where a vilue
of unity is equal to discomfort threshold. Research is continuing to develop
model corrections for narrowband noise, i.e., noise with significant tonal _
content. ,
PSYCHOACOUSTICS
The underestimation of effects of the impulsive natu,_e of SO(he helicopter
noise has often been singled out as the reason that present noise n_etrics inade-
quately predict human response to helicopter noise. R£cent research sucn.
as reference 6, however, has indicated that other aspects of helicopter noise
may be equally responsible. The psychoacoustic research _rogram at Langley,
as indicated in figures 2, 20, and 21 include both basic _nd applied studies
to improve the quantifications of helicopter noise. Of #articular interest in
the basic program are the separate and combined influences of main rotor, tail
rotor and engine noises. In other znore applied studies the main interest is
how well the annoyance due to the noise of present and future helicopters is
predicted by current and proposed noise metrics.
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ADDITIONAL RESEARCH AREAS
Two additional areas of rotorcraft research, not presently funded, are
worthy of mention. Gear box noise is a major contributor to rot_rcraft interior
noise levels and is a prime focus in attempts to reduce these levels. The
other area is engine noise. As the aerodynamic (rotating blade) sources of
noise are reduced, turboshaft engine noise becomes significant and may represent
a noise floor in the sense that airframe noise is considered a noise floor for
CTOL aircraft. Present noise prediction methods for high-bypass-ratio jet
engines may requiremodification for application to rotorcraft propulsion systems.
Both of these noise sources are Lewis Center areas of responsibility and will
undoubtedly become elements of NASA's rotorcraft acoustics research program.
SUI_MARY
In summary, the NASA rotorcraft acoustics program is a cooperative activity
involving Acoustics and Noise Reduction Division and USARTLE Structures Labora-
tory at Langley and the Helicopter and Powered Lift Division at Ames.
The program comprises model- and full-scale aeroacoustic experiments
together with development of a comprehensive analytical ,nodel of rotorcraft
noise generating processes. Additional program elements include interior
noise reduction and noise metrics research at Langley.
Source noise reduction, a design-for-noise capability, interior noise
contro|, and improved rotorcraft noise metrics constitute the basic thrusts of
NASA's rotorcraft acoustics research program.
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HAA/NASA ADVANCED ROTORCRAFT TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
CO_tMENTS ON PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY
Troy M. Gaffey
I have only one point to make with respect to NASA's program
for rotorcraft aerodynamics--"The accuracy of rotorcraft perform-
ance prediction is inadequate because of inadequate mathematical
models." Generally speaking, power required can be predicted to
3% accuracy using state-of-the-art methodology. Three percent may
sound good, but keep in mind that for a i0,000 pound helicopter, it
represents two passengers in terms of hover payload and a 21% error
in terms of OEI altitude (Fig. i).
Industry must aim for 1% or better prediction in hover and
minimum power required. To achieve this goal much improved, prac-
tical analytical models of rotorcraft aerodynamics are required
(Fig. 2). In order to validate these improved analytical models,
test techniques must be improved to provide a data base accurate
to better than 1%.
NASA's research in these areas can make a significant contri-
bution to improving the accuracy of performance prediction.
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Summary of Remarks of Jack LanJgrebe
(Chief, Aeromechanics Research Section, United Technologies Research _enter)
Panelist, Aerodynamics and qtructures Technical Session
HAA/NASA Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Workshop
In addition to identifying NASA technical goals and selecting and prioritlzing
the rotorcraft technology tasks required to accomplish the goals, sufficient
attention should be given to other aspects related to the means of achieving those
goals in a manner which NASA and industry operate in a coordinated and efficient
manner. I shall label the four aspects which I will address as "the four Is":
-Inter-relationship
-Interdiscipline
-Integration
-Interaction
Inter-relationship
Greater attention should be £iven to the "inter-reIationship" of tile various
technical areas in the selection of specific progra_.s and tasks re!z,ed to rotorcraft
aerodynamics technology. It is well recognized that aerodynamic :c,'dies, particularly
those related to helicopter airflow and rotor airloads, can be Airected to the
el!iectives of ,_erformance, str,ctural loads, vibrations, handling qualities, stability,
and/or noise. Therequirements for each of these objectives and how they are
inter-related to the aerodynamic characteristics must be recognized in the formulation
_¢ research n_o_a_ For example, it is we].l known that in the establishment of a
proiect related to blade airload methodology, that co:npromises must be made regarding
the level of analytical sophistication a_.d computer resource requirements. For any
new analysis the selection of -_ _ .
. tL.t,,,,_a_ assu._,ptions an_ the compromise between
accuracy and corputer time and storaKe utlization directly determines which of the
above technical ob_,ectives the resulting airloads _rediction. is ,.:a',,_licableto. qlnis is
exemplified bv the much more stringent aerodynamic methodology requirements _or
vibrations and noise preqiction as co.-Lpared to perform.anee. In selecting and prioritizinc
the specific proF_rams and tasks for XASA's rotorcraft aorodynam.ics plan it is
reco.--_,ended that greater attention be given to avoiding the tendency to sub_.ivide and
separate tec:_nica] uL,_^_^_*;"o==_,,o a_A.... nr_ect:__, selection into the cateeories• of Derfor._,ance,
vibrations, etc., and instead direct aerodynamic methods and tests toward consideration
of reasonable combinations of th,_se objectives.
•I_q t2__r _!iyy] 2_1i__e
In order to address the inter-relationship between the above technical objectives,
the rotorcraft technolonists anJ planners ,_ust become increasingly interdisciplinary
in their outlook and capabilities. The requirements for combinim', technical disciplin_.s
(aerodyna._ics, dynamics, structures, acoustics, etc.) in research Drograr.s is increasin?.
__s the .'_tate of rotorcraft technology matures and problems directed at the total
:_ircraft svste:_ become "_ore t)r,,\,alt, nt. Aeroe]astics, aeroacoustics, etc. must become
the intvrdisci_linary frnn_,work ',.'or technical projects. Technical plans, personnel
capabilities, and, or,_mizationnl structure should increasing _y reflect this req'aire:-ent.
III-159
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Integration
More advanced planning should be given to how the results of analytical studies
and experimental programs will be integrated into the rotorcraft design and
diagnostic computer codes. Although it is well recognized that fundamentll studies
of mechanisms and behnvior are very much needed in the rotorcraft aerodynamics and
structures fields, attention during project formulation as to hcu the data ::ill
eventually be integrated into the engineering procedures utilized b, the helicopter
industry will facilitate the transition from research results to engineering practice.
Interaction
Government/industry planning and technical inter nction in the rotorcraft field has
increased in recent years as exemplified by this Advanced Technolog) _.'orkshop. Powever,
considering the recent increase in NASA rotorcraft activity and tb _ accompanyIDg
re-organization and influx of new staff, the following is recommended. _?ASA/i_dustry
interaction should increase to the level such that there is a much improved co-awareness
of current and planned activities among technical counterparts to avoia redundant
efforts, improve cooperation on related efforts, and make greater use of existing
computer codes and experimental facilities.
III-160
Performance Session - Discussion
More efficient use of facilities is needed, and better
communication between NASA and industry.
Extreme accuracy (IC;)is needed in performance prediction and
perfonl_ance measurement.
Aerodynamics involves interdisciplinar_ interrelationshi__h_9_s
with other fields such as vibration and acoustics. Inter-
action with workers in those fields is needed to integrate
resedrch and development.
Performance prediction at low speed under the transient
conditions involved after engine failure needs attention.
Operators want real twin engine safety and this implies
adequate OEI performance. The regime is difficult to
analyze or to test. Perhaps RSRA could be used.
Aerodynamic load prediction is not yet adequate for acoustics
prediction.
Airioads on tail surfaces have become important to vibratic,n.
Helicopter companies use far less large scale wind tunnel
testing than fixed wing companies. The complexity of the
problem suggests this is not right.
ill-161
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Robert J. King
Hughes Helicopters Inc.
'rile thai lenses facing the hel {copter acou:;t its discipl ine have intensi f led
recetlt ly. Upctlming federal regulations wi 11 require reduced external lloise
gt'nerat Ion allll reduced community Iloise expl,.qtiro at heliports. The inlrt2asin_;
u.qe of the helicopter as a large scale pet_ple mover and rIP transport has
placed hiyher priority on improvement of the internal noise envirlmment.
These requirements run counter to It.iS term trends of hi_-her speeds and liyhter
weight, more rigid structures which h;ive tended to increase noise generation.
TechnollWy is required tt_ reverse these lrends.
The t)rimar}, industry concern regarding the llew noise regulations is that they
{reprise noise reductions which I_'ill require econoinie penalties to ;lttaill w|th
thl' current state of tile art in noise control. "l'echnolo%v can be developed,
to pl'lmlit redesign of current production imlicopters alld design of new model_;
to Ineet such rules with reasonable econolnic impiict, but it is not /lvililal)le
!10%4,
Vxternal No/se:
The first echelon prolllenl ill'ell ill extt'rnal noise control is that of i_oi_e. .
prt,dictiou. 'iht, ctll'rentlv availilble t'ngil:et, rin_/ tvpe prediction .,}othods do
lie[ plOtlut't' rt, sults which providc rt,;i.qon;l[_lt, t-t}n|idelice oI l'lt, etillg .tl rule
without lUlil(-t't, pt;iblv ]dr,i't" llt',_;igll ll:ill't*,il15. W]lt'.c.e m;lr,.ins ill'e illiilt-Ct'pt,tblt'
bt_c;ltise thev n_,cessit/lUe lar}te IlOiSe rl'dllt'tiOllS which tri:nslate into e,'t}nolllic
pl'n,lltie.'i. Furt ht'r, the l, llgineeriilg type prediction ;lI_pro,lt-h doe,q ilot provide
t,llOtli_,h itCCill'ilCV i_o pyopel'lV rilllk _llld tiolille llolse sOi.ll"Ces for uoi,;e control
tl'.ldt'ofl's ;Itld evdlu.ltion ill lloi.qe I't'dllcl loll modiftc;ltions. The 1-t, st'ilrt'h type
pI't'dict iou nlt't|lods, which providt, soiilt' promise oI- il:q_l'over:lellt, /ire st'vt, relv
1 ira{ted in their applic,ltioll bec,lll:;e tit corre.qpondin!t limits to ,qt, l-odvlliilllic
load pil'diction. It is felt that il pl-l, dict {till approach col_ibilliilg the filt;i-
Ill't'riu_, / ;lild research methods is Ileedl,d to ll'eilt tile l_itlli;i-so,ll'ce rotor noi:ie
I_roblt>m with tile desired acctiracv, l'Ollqllt'tetles:¢, flc×ibility, allld afford-
abilttv, l)evelo!_ua,ut tit sllch ,'1 Illet|lod should be olle of tile re:tier thl'tlsts of
the ioll I, [t,llll heli(-ol)ter ;lcotisl. iest, ffitrt, The t, ll_iilt, ei-ili I, int'i'hods illl;.'4t [_l'
ii:Iprt_ved tiiroti},_h ,i 141-early exp,llldt'd experiraenl;al data b;ise for rise ill the
llt',lr terlll.
I'ilrbos}l;l[l_ ell}'.ine Iltli,'qt + is /ill {nil+err,lilt Sl>t'Olltl,lrv source of helicol+ter t'xternlil
iloi.qe ihilt will t, llll.'l),_e ;is ;i lower ilolsl, limit ;Is rotor lloi';e is controlled. It
llai:; received little attt.ntion ill the past. Re.'_earl'h must begin in earl_e,,_t to
d_*velop lllt*;lllS to t'olltro| this lie{st,, plel-el'_lblv ;It the ,,aource tiitht'r thilu rill
;I_I_]-OU .qi|ellCill}, i so th,lt they are ;Ivilil,lble It) COml_le_rent lol_,er rotor Iloise
wht'll IIt, edcd .
III-164
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ltelLport noise regulations require a good deal more study before they can
be established with a sound technical base. Available background informa-
tion is" aimed predominant.] at fixed wing aircraft and there are strong
reservations among those in the helicopter industry regarding their appli-
cability to this type of vehicle. The accuracy of the basic noise descriptor
is in question as is the critical footprint methodology by which heliport
criteria will be applied. Noise abatement capabilities of the helicopter
have not been investigated and lncorpor;,ted into planning for such a rule
and t:he basic environmental benefits which are its objective have not been
properly assessed. The result, without the needed technology development,
could be criteria which penalize the helicopter industry with doubtful gains
for the community environment.
Internal Noise:
Internal noise predictltm and control is in ..-'ed of 'echnology development
like external noise. Ilowever; in addition, the.'e i_ a lack of ;;enerallv
accepted criteria for internal noise in tile eol::mercial field. The discrete
m_d/high frequency dominated character of hei tcopter internal noise is quite
different lro1_l that of tr,lnsport c,ltej'.orv or l'_eller_v aviation airplanes. This
character differ, nee chan_:es tilt, relationships betwet.n noi qe level, speech
interfel-ence, ;lll(l gllinoV;lllt'e Sll_.h that cl'iter[-i dt'.qi_;lle(i for more COlnIll(In ll(liSt_
environments can not I)e applied. These rel:_tionships must be quantified and
,tpplicable r:itin._" scales identified so thnt T:,.mufacturers and users can make
T,_eaningful criteria decisions.
|he ability t_ predict internal noise levels at_.d .,q_ectrum composition i._:
similar to that described /lbovt' lof _,xternal lloise, Application of .qotHld-
proofing to interiors to fltt,lill IlOiSe .l,tla|.q is no lon}-er adequate becau_<e of
the trend to li_lht wei_,,ht more rir,,id structures coupled with more strir, rent
criteria. Soundproofin_, wll l nt_ l,m%er tl_ tilt' job with a,'t'eptable wei,_:ht
fractions. With this simple ildtl-oll noi,qe control measure unavailable to do
tl:e entir,__ join, more sophisticated methods must be developed and used. These
structural noise control methods vaust be appl led, or fit least allowed for,
early ill tilt" helicopter desi_'n pl-oceqs. To (Io so requires that the extent
of the noise I)roblem and source/path features be identified early, t{encel
prediction methods for Internal nt_lse are required for the same types of
I'eflS_}llS t|lat they are for ,,xternal noise, l.:nfortullatel_" these methods fire
le.'_s complete and reltnble th;m those ft_r external lloi:_e. They must be
developed to tile point where they can be used for reliable internal noise
prediction ill the preliminary dt'._J)'ll process s_ that tile needed structt, ral
noise control measures can be illcorporilted into tile s\'slem tll a timely manner.
This Is absolutely ut.ces._ary because it is fill acceptt.d fact that noise control
;iccompli.qhed as /ill add-on to an existing system is mut'h more costly t|l/ln that
which is preplanned.
1II-165
Recommendat il)llS l
netailed re_earch recommendations aro made in the vu_raph presentation. The
key to both external and internal noise control is the definition of sources
and development of valid detailed prediction methods tor them. 1his provides
the tools for controlling, noise. Here work is rt IHired on tim development
and verification of criteria for heliport n,_i.qe descript,_rs and internal noise.
Lastly, there must be all ongoing program of evalu;itioll of noise reduction l_le;lzls
ns they are identified to determine their noise/cost payoffs relative to current
methods.
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William Walls
Boeing Vertol
BOEING R.;D AIRPLANE NOISE REDUCTION EXPENDITURES
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
J
AVERAGE
YEAR
1958 THROUGH 1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
TOTAL
1980 (ESTIMATE)
BOEING
FUNDED
2.461
1.384
2.528
3.197
10.957
8.508
4.447
3.594
6.031
9.668
5. 866
7.499
8.584
11.277
10.631
10.088
106.7].8
(13.866)
GOVERNMENT
FUNDED
0.322
0.210
0.925
3.464
6.878
2.873
1.082
5.788
10.918
9.639
8.049
3.232
0.845
0.569
0.407
0.339
55.536
(0.410)
TOTAL
DOLLARS
2.783
1.594
3.453
6.661
17.835
11.381
5.529
9.382
16.949
19.303
1.3.915
10.731
9.429
11.846
11.038
10.425
162.54
(14.026)
YEARLY
MANPOWE R
352
746
746
296
338
635
592
454
340
280
308
289
356
NOTE: ABOVE EXPENDITURES DO NOT INCLUDE COSTS FOR SUPPORT OF
PRODUCTION AIRPLANE NOISE REDUCTION ACTIVITIES TOTALING
OVER 54 MILLION DOLLARS OR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR
ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITIES TOTALING OVER 18 MILLION DOLLARS.
2-29-80
Airplane manufacturers have invested heavily in noise research programs
for many years, endeavoring to develop viable schemes that would reduce
airplane noise. Boeing alone has averaged over 430 engineers, techni-
cians, and skilled laborers working on noise-r31ated activities during
the past 13 years. Since 1958, expenditures on noise research have
exceeded S160 million. This does not include some $18 million expended
on sopi]isticated acoustic test facilities, or over $54 million for
putting the research results into practice on production airpla:les.
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D. S. Jenne_, Sikorsky
I • A first-principles analysis is needed, and it must be
well correlated with reliable test data. Building a
reliable data base is an important part of the task where
NASA might work with FAA on test techniques and actual
data gathering• It's important that we not oversell
our capability, and thereby minimize the magnitude of
the task.
. A wind tunnel capability to measure noise is needed. This
should be planned for the 40' x 80' modification, and
perhaps modeled ahead of time at smaller scale, to be sure
it will work.
. . NASA may be able to help invent and demonstrate noise
reduction techniques - new tips, quiet tail rotors,
internal dampening materials.
. Fundamental work is needed on noise descriptors,
(Psychoacoustics). Co_unity noise requirements must be
reduced to measureable, not emotional requirements.
111-221
Acoustics Session - Discussion
To some degree, rotor improvements to reduce noise will
also improve performance, so in effect, the reduced noise
is free. At some point, the benefits achievable this way
run out, and a price must be paid. Today's quieter rotors
are probably near that point, but no one knows just where
that point is.
Tail rotor noise is also important, but it's not on NASA's
near-ten_ plans.
Rotor noise efforts nlust consider both blade loading effects
and off-blade transonic effects. Each requires good
knowledge of airflow environment around the rotor.
. . "• .
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Vibrations Panel
Chairman and Keynote
- Troy Galley, Bell
William White U.S. Army
E. Robert Wood Hughes
David Jenney Sikorsky
William Walls Boeing Vertol
Discussion
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HAA/NASA ADVANCED ROTORCRAFT TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
ABSTRACT OF VIBRATION TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
Troy M. Gaffey
Rotorcraft vibration control has long been recognized as a
challenging technical problem involving coupling of rotorcraft
aerodynamics and dynamics (Fig. i). The physics of the rotor-
craft vibration problem are so complex that it is not yet possible
to accurately model the aerodynamic problem or the dynamic problem
separately--let alone the coupled dynamics and aerodynamics.
Vibration Control Approaches
There are two approaches used to control rotorcraft vibration;
the designapproach where one attempts to design for inherent low
vibration and the device approach where vibration control devices
are added to the rotorcraft specifically for the purpose of con-"
trolling vibration (Fig. 2). Although the design approach has been
used for many years, design technology is still inadequate to design
in inherent low vibration as there is insufficient data available to
permit designing rotors for minimal hub forces and moments and air-
frame dynamic response cannot be accurately predicted. Furthermore,
it is now apparent that factors such as the rotor downwash on the
airframe and the airframe upwash acting on the rotor are important
factors in the rotorcraft vibration problem. Very little data is
available withregard to these factors (Fig. 3).
III-225
However, the device approach has progressed Lo the point where
highly effective vibration controls are available. Such devices as
hub and blade absorbers, pylon isolation schemes and cabin absorbers
and isolation can, when used in conjunction with good dynamic ]esign
practice, provide a smooth ride at a weight penalty of 2 to 3 per-
cent of gross weight. Of course, these vibration controls do have
an adverse effect on opezating costs in the sense they require
maintenance and repairs or replacement.
Figure 4 is an example of the vlbrat!on control devices "ased
on three "3rd generation" civil helicopters. Note that in spite of
size or number of blades similar approaches and weight penalties
were required to achieve the smooth ride expected of these modern
helicopters.
The vibration control devices used on the Dell Model 222 are
illustrated in Figure 5. In addition to the Ngdal Ream, which iso-
lates the airframe from rotor 2/rev hub forces t_e 222 uses two
other devices, llub mounted inplane pe1_dular abso_-bcrs are used to
suppress 3/rev inplane vibration--controlling 4/rev in the fuselage.
A 2/rev Frahm absorber is mounted in t.,e nose to control 2/rev lat-
eral vibration resulting from main rotor down%'ash impacting on the
fin. Figure 6 shows measured vibration levels and compares the
measured vibration w_.th BHT comfnrt goals. The 222 is considered
to have a very smooth ride.
Trends in Vibration Control Technology \
There are two trends in vibration control tech:,o!ogy (Fig. 7).
First, devices are buing refined and improved such that they cost
less weight, a2e more effective, and have better R&M characteristics
111-726
(Fig. 8). New devices such as llarmonic Control (IIC) are being
developed. In the near term it is expected that vibration control
devices will be required on new helicopter designs. Second, con-
siaerable research is ongoing or planned to cgntrol vibration by
passive aerodynamics and dynamic tailoring of the rotor and
fuselage (Fig. 9). This far-term vibration control approach is
expected to reduce dependence on vibration control devices and
will pay off in terms of reduced vibration control weight and
cost and improved R&M.
Recolmnended Focus for NASA Vibration Research
NASA should focus on developing the methodology and data
base needed to design for inherent low vibration. The key needs
are: (I) technology to design rotors for minimal hub forces and
moments, and (2) technology to design airframes for minimal
dynamic response.
It :...,uld be noted that the U.S. Army has a strong program
directed at further developing the device approach (see Dr. W.
White's presentation). Consequently, NASA need not feel the
development of improved vibration control devices is being over-
looked°
The above recommendation is in accord with those made by
the Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board of the National
Research CoUncil in 1978 and the NASA Aeronautics Advisory
Committee Rotorcraft Subcommittee in 1979 and 1980.
I11-22:
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William F. White Jr
Army Structures Laboratory (AVRADCOM)
A_4Y VIBP_TION RESEARCH
Historically, helicopter vibrations have been reduced following advances
in the basic disciplines of aerodynamics and structural mechanics° Figure (I)
illustrates this general teend with early improvements being accomplished
primarily by gradual improvements in vibration design approaches. The con-
tinuing downward trend over the past two decades has predominantly resulted
from the application of numerous vibration control devices° As _hown in
figure (2), increasingly stringent vibration specification_ =,d acceptance
of these devices as a primary solution to the vibration _roblem have resulted
in significant vibration control weight penalties°
Although figure (I) shows significant improvement over the years, current
vibration levels are usually achieved by extensive development testing with
the attendant increase in system acquisition cost. The severity of the impact
of vibration on helicopter acquisition cost is illustrated in figure (3) which
shows typical vibration levels of effort during the development cycle of recent
procurement programso During the design phase, there is an increasing level of
effort until first flight. At this point, an abrupt increase occurs that extends
well into the development cycle anJ is now extremely costly_ Vibration can have
a significant impact on overall system productivity_ The major areas most often
subject to degradation from excessive vibration include: flight envelope limita-
tions, human factors, fatigue life, reliability and maintainability.
Possible solutions to the vibration problem are classified into two com-
plementary categories_ These are defined as: (i) vibration design technology
which involves selection of design parameters to yield low inherent .:_-+:n
levels, and (2) vibration control devices which minimize either rotating or
fixed system vibratory loads. In practice this division is not possible due .
to the denendence, of vibration _onL_u±...... _v_--:-^- on the dynamics _ their
operating environment. The ontimum "<_. v1_.ation solution involves selection of
those cor_inations of configuration parameters and control devices that mini-
mizes the impact of vibration on total system productivity°
Vibration design technology involves selection of basic design parameters,
subject to other constraints, to yield low inherent vibration levels_ This
process depends on a fundamental understanding of thoee combinations of param-
eters that £overn vibratory response, r...._-- :.... _ -_ " _ ..... _+,,
of analytical methodology and experimental data bases to guide the selection
process. SFecial and general purpose rotor loads analyses supplemented by
data Lases are available to select rotor geometric, inertial, and elastic
parameters to minimize blade root vibratory loads. Airframe design tech-
nology has evolved into the a_plication of large-scale finite element models
supported ],y structural oFrimization and parameter identification techniques.
Rotor/airframe interface design methodoio_iy is rapidly improving in the area
of analytical modelinF of structural interface coupling. Althou_h there has
been considerable progress, vibration design technology is inadequate at all
levels of the des{gn [rocesso Correlation and comparative studies of rotor
and airframe analyses have repeatedly demonstrated the inadequacies of existing
design technology_ Furthermore, recent Army helicopter deve]o_ment programs
illustrate that siFnificant voids exist in design technolofy that consistently
lead to high inherent viLration and extensive development testinzo
P_ECED]NG FAGE 5LA:iK NOT FILMED
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Increasingly stringent A_ny vibration specifications and voids in design
technology have resulted in the development of a wide variety of vibration
control devices. In fact, recent trends in helicopter vibration design indicate
an acceptance of these devices as the primary solution of the vibration problem.
These devices include rotating absorbers, higher harmonic control, fixed-system
absorbers, and rotor isolation devices placed between the rotor and airframe
interface. Local isolators have been used tc isolate seats, instrument panels,
cabin floors, fuel tanks, and other vibration sensitive dynamic components.
Although the basic principles of most vibratJDn control devices are well under-
stood, the state-of-the-art in vibration control technology is such that
successful application often requires ^xtensive trial-and-error testing. A
major difficulty with the integration of control devices is the ability to
predict their operating environment as characterized by_ the coupled rotor/
control device/airframe system.
Vibration testing involves experimental investigation of stractural
transfer functions, aerodynamic forcing functions, system response, and
empirical standards to evaluate the vibration environment° Vibration testin_ Z
serves two valuable purposes in helicopter dynamics. First, it provides a
basis for und. rstanding the dynamic end vibratory load environment. Second,
it sunplements voids in existing analytical capability° As conventionally
practiced, most helicopter vibration tests provide limited information for
resolving vibration issues. Helicopter flight vibration tests provide a
direct measure of the actual vibration environment, while full-scale airframe
ground vibration tests are most often conducted to correlate analytical pre-
dictions of airframe resonances and mode shapes° Typically, vibration prob-
lems of the full-scale airframe are extremely difficult to quantify and have
teen solved during the develo[aent c_,cle by trial-and-error ground and flight
vibration testing. Since helicopter vibration problems inherently surface
a!ter the Test vehicle has been flown, the development of improved ground
and flight testin_z methodolnpy is cl.itical to the v._brarion solution process.
Wind tunnel testing continues to be a fundamental experimental technique
to investigate vibratory loads. From the vibration viewpoint, the primary
concerns include both rotor shaft and wake-induced vibratory loads, i]_e
principal L'enefits of wind tunnel investigations of vibratory loads inc]ude
a sorting out of the interplay or variables, ira!rowed understanding of the
_hysical mechanisms, and most _m_>ortantly, identifying what more needs to
be known so that adequate vibration design guidelines may be formulated and
so that applicable analytical methodology may be ,_levelo_ed.
There ha_ been considerable testing to establish human vibration
ex.:osure criteria_ In .many areas it is difficult to extract reliable
generalizations fror.v the published literature_ In genera!, the data have
been tak(_n under a wide varietv of condit_{ons and have been extrapolated
to establish subjective human comfort ¢riteric. The extra['olation of
exi:_tin£ human factors data introduc,_s two ['roblemso First, there is the
_o:_sil,_l[tv of obtainin[l unnecessarily severe criteria. If vibration
-:'cci:icatSons are r_duced below realistic It_vels required for mi!itarv
afFlications , there is a decrease in svstem !'.roductivity due to a ra'.,'idly
[ncrt=asi:-F, wei£.ht pen_it',,. Second, existing data do not provide a rational
_a-;is for extrai-'olation in many areas of conce_'n.
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E. R. Wood
HughesHelicopters Inc.
COFLMENTS ON VIBraTION REDUCTION
FOR H,_k/NASA AAVANCED TECIINOLOGY WORK SIIOP
NASA's recent emphasis on improved modelling for helicopter fuselage
dynamics is to be commended. Especially ncteworthy is the r_.cent Boeing-Vertol
contract for an improved dynamic NASTRAN finite element model. This program is
being funded by the NASA-Lat_gley Research Center, We are pleased by the struc-
ture of the program in that it permits all of the helicopter companies to parti-
cipate. Also, we are pleased that in this activity emphasis has been placed on
having a company use the same structural model for dynamic RASTRAN as used by
the structures' people for static loads and stresses. It is not only costly to
maintain two separate NASTRAN structural models, but also difficult to keep
each both equally well updated.
While good mathematical models are important, we should be careful not
to overemphasize the role of finite element models in helicopter dynamics.
Once the aircraft is built and vibration tests complete, we have the opportunity
to take advantage of analyses based upon use of dactual aircraft dynamic test
data. We have found experimental vibration data to be invaluable in analyses
to explore such areas as: (i) frequency dlanges due to changes in stiffness
and mass distribution; (2) mobility studies to determine the optimum location
for fixed tuned vibration absorbers; and (3) establishing dynamic forced
response of the fuselage by modal superposition.
Another area where we would encourage NASA support is in research to
explore the relative contribution to fuselage vibration due to main rotor and
horizontal tail surface excitation respectively. For example, most dynamicists
agree that the relatively high vibration levels experienced in helicopters in
tile 30 to 40 knot regime are primarily due to main rotor excitatiorl resulting
I I ,-?.51
from blade-vortex interaction. Not as well understood, however, Is the source
of high speed vibration. Inflight investigations at Hughes Helicopters have
shown that significant excitation at high speed arises from the main rotor wake
impinging on the horizontal stabXlizer. For example, we recently flew one of
our helicopters to i00 knots with and without a horizontal _::.il surface. The
data showed vibration levels at I00 knots without the tail surface to be about
one-third those measured with the tail surface installed. This area is open
for further investigation by NASA researchers.
My comments would not be complete without some mention of Higher Harmonic
Control. This subject evoked considerable interest at the Ad|S Foru..1 last May,
and already some discussion at this meeting. :qe at Hughes are fortunate to be
tasked with the NASA/Army project to flight test a higher harmonic control
system on an OH-6A in August 1981. I believe that both C_overnment and industry
are watching this effort to see whether iIIIC offers the promise to reduce heli-
copter vibration levels by such an amount as to bring us closer to our iong-
sought dream of a jet-smooth ride. As most of you are aware, the first efforts
in this area were done by Jan Drees of Bell in 1963 on an UII-iA using mec!,anical
means. Today with the promise of advanced mlniturized electronics, 1t appears
that we have a better opportunity of meeting that goal. Should !IIIC prove feasi-
ble, there is little question in my mind that the rest of our industry would
move quickly to incorporate such a concept in their helicopters. We feel we
have a ._oberitw responsibility to all of you in v_aking sure thnt our forthcoming
ItllC flit_ht test program provides an objective and honest ev,aluntion,
III-252
D. S. Jenney - Sikorsky
Key Points:
I. Government and industry must develop and correlate
a predictive capability so vibrations can be reliably
treated at the design stage.
° Vibrations should be reduced at the source. Better
reliability of hardware will be the primary benefit
now that passenger levels are low.
o New vibration concepts such as HHC need test and
evaluation - of sufficient scope to be sure the
proper conclusions on their viability are reached.
4. Operational problems of track and balance and vibration
trouble-shooting deserve some fundamental research.
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Vibrations Session - Discussion
NASA's NASTRAN corrPlation efforts using the CH-47 are
an updated repeat of earlier attempts to correlate
with the CH-53. Opinions on the likelihood of success
varied widely, lhere have been many failures at attempts
to use NASTRAN for Jynamics predictions - probably related to
inability to adequately describe the structure, not to any
errors of the program itself.
When hardware is availab,e, modal models based on shake
test can be more accurate, useful math models, than a
finite-el ement mode].
NASA was urged to develop some generalized vibration test
facility. Earlier guidance to NASA has pointed away from
configuration-specific solutions, so the facility would
have to be generic• Perhaps NASA wo_Id better fund
individual organizations to build their (several) specific
capabilities• That is the approach now being taken.
What is the follow-on to higher harmonic control tests on
the OH-6? No furti_er funds allocated. Results to be
correlated and technology available to new production -
perhaps AH-64 or UH-60. If results are poor or marginal,
more _esources should be applied to be sure we get a proper
evaluation.
Should NASA support rotor hub concept development?
Responses varied from "no" to "yes, as part of total
rotor improvement."
1 "
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' 't COMPOSITE APPLICATIONS ['OR HELICOPTERS
I[AA/NA,<;A Advancod Rot'orc_-aft Techuol.o_;y _.;orkshop
Johu I,. Ship1,.,y
,_itvuct uvo.: L.d_ova touy
tiS Al'iny R-'_carch t; Tech:ioiot',y l,,IbOx'aiol'ios (AVI_AI)COI-I)
Almost fi'om the bei:tnuing of iho lh'=;t succe:'sful helicopter, ihei'o have been
_povadic attempts to incol,pova_e compo.,-;ite:i ot .._omo. term lute he.licopLex's.
In .19q3 Siko*'._kd h,ld pl,i:,t[c imp,'ct;ll,It¢'d _ood c<';,'] ilq',:; (,n tl,e R-',A and stream-
.1. iniuF, with mo.lth'd pla:;ti¢ imlu,o,_,,u,Hed t ibci',_,.i,l-¢.'; cloth on the R-GAo As eaz'ly
,1:: 1950, ,zu ,tll t iI,<'_'/ll<l:;:; ,zud pI,v:tic 1,uuiU:ltVd ::kin _¢oiF, Ii_lX_," 35 1,._und=z was
.',ucco:::;tullv tel;ted ,ltld t lol:n on the YII-3 "_. '[']it, /'h':;t: till c.o::q,o::itc [ll, illldl'y
:_Ltu:ctur<, w,u_ the. t[bcr::l,I-;:; rotor l,.i,:d,, lu'ilt i,u, tht lXJtll,lll tiH--il_lB _lnd flo,_n
.lit .[{It:,_) l't't did U,._L ClltVi' lU'Od;IOt [OU l_ct',ltl';t" the OilO--iOI'-Oll,,, lU<_t<ll l'ollTL,lco-
ri-:'lll P,l,lsl, o t_l'othlcl iOlI ctu;t..-; pvoliil>itivc. A:i t,ll>l'ic,il [Oil co:;{'l [elf" l;i,.,t,l|.t; .
"_il(:_'_',l:;ed ,:ud c'o_,u{,o.c{tt TM !',1_4 lil,ltOl'i,I1 Co:;t:_ d<'ci'ed.';od, lll'._ eftol'l.'; 1o apply
¢',,:,_po:,i { o'; t<' II<'t {,.',_pt_'i'.; l'c't',l:;:c' ltiOl'O fly;lit'lit.i[ ic _ .uld .iu ll.lTO t {l_:i'._t],l:;:;
lll.ld<_:; l,;Ol't" I |.o:;n till lht! i'll--liT, ,Ind l'Ol'Oli lll,l<tc':; I;¢'I'C. l.lO;;ll till lilt' tl,llllt)
h..:!iv,,ptt'i" th" toll.,;,'{u2; 'yo, il'. [11 I'i'/.l cc,!_v,.,':ito ll{,,fiit ,.'t_litl'ol.': %-lt'l't'
d.';x,u,;tt',itvd .llid ,I thlI',ib;.l ily t'v.illl, il i<,ll o[ t'<';i;{_o:;i tt':; %:.1:'> .[',lit i.ttt'd with
th:_ llil;ht :;ol';.ico t_l'o.ltl'.l;ll of the boi'Oli i't, illlOi,Co.| 1,iil t'olt¢, till lh<' CII-'.'II.
(._tii'i'cil[ :;l.lto-ot--lh,'-,u't ,in h<.licol,[<u' coiel_o::ittu: tilt/ lic, ,l,..:::,:;:;_._l I_), Iht" '
::_f,n[[{c',lcll t'vc'u{:: iwliic'tx b.l,,'e ll,li,[l<'n<'d {ix [lli:; ,u'<,.l lilt" (]it" |,.i::/ low yo,li'.;
I¢_tll iliilil,li'V ik'],itt',] ,lil'ci',ill ill I|lc I',:,ito<l :;l,,tc::o .Ill Iti';ll Tln_ A','m):i::
};I,,ckh.l',;k v,l:: i.it':;t t lo'_n with .l _Li',ll,hit.' t,l{I rot<u', tit.iuiu:_l .lud com-
l'o';it," i',,tof l,!.'J_':;, b<,,'cul -:{lltCllCV.:, ,lud ;>O'{, o/ the e×tt'i'iof .<ui/'t.lc<" O.[
}t<,vl,i'," ,lnd 1 iboi'._;1,1.::i. Th,ll .'l,ll!lO )'<'.ll' ,ill COY.ii't>:;ili" Iil,it l'ot(,:' l,l,',h':: _.Gt've
.tl';o te_te,t, iii. ]_V/'., th<: Adv,ulc'ed Att,tc'lc Ih_liv,_ptei" l_<i:; l]oIcu _#ith lu,'t,ll
.tit,| tib_l,Dl,it,:l Imlltit_l_" t:tl.ll' bl,lde;; ,Itid <.'b'_, ot _.h_' t'xt0uiof :;Ul'i,ic'e. lIl, li.lt I
lZ'Ol;I Kov[,u' dlld t:I.I:;G, lltll'ill_; Ib¢ ":,uiL' _,'t',tl' t'oil;l_,k_i I_' li:.illill<ic'tti_.'Jnt ',
] ('Xib] I [ t]' t_l'o\'J lice1 Jllli_l'O%'t'tl :¢.tIL'V iv,lll i 1 i iV II i t h ,iU ,I I 1 ('o:',i7'o:;£ t (" Illtil t .i lilt'.
[tt_ll].tlt' -_;[I.Ii" cOIIc'c'[_t_ (lil,l ,;lit ,;ill c'<_lUi_<_:;ii'v dvlV¢ :_|l,it t I.;._:; (!Cl_klllt;I i'.itt_cl.
In 19'/6 tllt_ Jo,l:iiblilty ot Jll.li,k'l_i. WilhliUt', _,l .1,il'7,o t'o,,_'oll<'lli:: %4,I:;
dc=:uu;tt',ited _ith cl tail co'.Ie ou tit,, All-;I,_ .t:i I;.I.'; tht" el :oct ivvllo:;:; of<"
,ill |,Otl,h',l :;{i'tlc'[ll_'. 't; Oil the ItI,ll tll';('.I,It;O COl_l{_,lli<'lll:;. A:; ,l t,,ii't oi flit. _
i'll'i:l.;i;; t_;'ollllt:i ]l;_,{_"oV_'l;:,'lll[ I_.'Oi'l',ll:l tel' tile :\i1-1, <lit co;;:7o::i it" I;1;ILll l'O[t_'l"
t_J,i,h';" were tlo.,u {u Ill'!'/. 'fh:_l t:.ul,,, yo,u, the to,lt;ibilitV el ,ill col:tpo::[te
lilt)':; "¢t'VO dt':_l,'ll:;ll',ll('<l _;itll ,I II;' ".v,l|," ('!l.'.,t; _;\':;l,_'lil_ ,lll<l C,_!:!i_.'l:_i |t" l.,:tld].U.'.',
}],'.it':. _i_c'i'_' tt'::lt'd lop lht_ AA}I. At: |,.u'l (_i .luothol' Al'Iuy l'l'Odll,'L {llli_l'OV<,ii',_'ilt
1,7'(,i:r,iln, ._ll c'<_:l_,i_<,::{tc' llJ,lde.; to:' 1]1<' ('t{-q7D ,uld the 1,e,l:'ill.%lc:;:; Ii:.lili I'otof
('lltt'l','d tlilxl,t tc:;t in I'I'A<I.,
ll,-,.,_
-_ ._ ,
reduced detectability. Acquisition and operational costs of helicopters
can be reduced bv eo:'zposites thr_ur, h reduction in manufacturinK manhours,
raw material l,cquire'ncnts, parts counts, and maintenance manhours pe,,
flight hour. in addition, compo:;[tes should improve £ield repairability,
availability and utili::atlon lile, E_ud[e:; have nhown that these adwmtages
el composites are dppl_cable to over 58'L oi: the hel_copters empty weight,
and that org.anic matrix composites ave ideally suited for about 95% of these
application:; with r.:_-talmatrix eompo:;ites best suited with the i,ema.inlng '".) i*
of the._;e applications.
Cemponent and systeI_a studies and development programs have nubstantiated
these potential benefits oI composite.;, t'or m, iin rotor blade.';, composites
offer a 10% weir.ht and co;_t reduction in addition to aevoelastic tailor-
abi.lity, be, lit:ale *.ol.orance and ]llitu'ovcd ppoducibilityo In the m'ea of
the hub, composites provide the capability fop fail'_afe designs as well
a.'; a ?55 ueir.ht reduction and bO% co:'t reduction. Application of conn,o:;iton
to tail :-otor-_ uill result in reduced m,_intenance, 2'.,':, co:;t ,,eduction, an,!
a 10% ueirht reduction. "rhea;e investiL4tionc ,rod devetopment proLr, un:; ha_e
•_;ho_¢n that 411 co:::Fosite 1,radial: r, ear._; c,m result in impro\'cd crashwopthinet;::,
n_°" COSt l't'dtlCtlol], dild a lot, wt, l t,,ht 1,t,dllclloll.,.,,> <_ Development pI'ot',l'alll[4 i|l (llr-
f:'amo con:pon,:nt-: have led to Iht, COllcltl:;iOii that _,'eir.ht dI]d coast rt'duct_olu;
on th,' ot'dep el ?0'[, c:m be achicvcd tht'ou._'.h the ,q_plicdtion _. co:pl>o:aitc:_ to
helicoptei" fu-;el/i:tc:;. '{'he.<;t , inve:'ti!'.,ltlon:; .r,,ive impctu:< Lo the Al'my':a pl'c-
dc:s i fn s t ud ies i:nd :;t:[':;t'tltlclIt RIT fol' l lh" Adv.ll/ced ('olnl_o._ il t" Ail'l P, IFh"
t':'O,,'y.t'n, lP..ldd:.t-ion to lU'ovidlng. 1o*" cm'i','nt d.ly :;t:ocific,itiont; wilh
l'e._'.ard Io 1,a tl i::tlc tohu'.mce, cra::hwol'lhlne:;:;, veli,lbl] it.,,': and m:_.int<_in-
a!,i.t[ty, a m_jm- p:o.,.ti'am r,o.it i:; to dcl;!on:;tr,lle a 22% ai:'Irame wci.l',lll
.<;,t\'.[ u,'.<; dad d .1.'7'_, _".'duc+, {.o:_ in ,_ipfv, tn:o ,ic,iu_z;ition co:;t:;. In ddd[I ion to
de,',:on.<;tr.it ion el the h::i,lxwei::ents .in 4[pfv,:me pcI'fol'lIVilldt' dixie C,tp.ibillly
tt,_'o,.>'.h the u::c el ..:dr,mood n:,dm'idl::, tt'c ACAP i'z'ofv,un':_ot)_icCt iv_ i:; to
v:;tdbl ish confidcn.:c in colqiosite:-' uith.in the hclicopt:ev indu:;tp,,, and the
pOtelll idl. tl:.:cI'L;.
The At'my ' :; ACAP l't'<:;,.{r.l,",l alld d,.'vc lopulcnt dcn:c)n-;tI'<-lt iOll |_po!;t'dln:; ,it llle
eol!li_o;t}l/t h:vel. I'e{-l't2I;Ollt il .[9,qO lccllllO|O}tV potential of compo:_ite_;.
IHthin thi._; techno!o.,:y, the f4clov:; uhich ,lttcct op re:;trict the full
ro.iliz.ition of eo::':,osite potent i,lt coal ilmc:z to be th,, requii'ed demon-
:;tration to thtt t::;e:', pl'odueep, ,lad Ct'l'lillt'l' tn'iop to cldvoc,ltiol/ ell ,i
m.ijof :qV-:tcra; hi?.h co:;t of l'e::c,ll'ch :lUd dcvt'lot)nku_| pI'ohibit.'; the
hi:.toric,ll cut-an.]-t'.'v technique"; con.-:cvv.,tive l,iti,ltuo and dui',ib_lilv
,tc:;[gn allowabhm .::'e based on l inlltcd kno_,'led.,.te and in roa:e cn:ae:;,
tu.ev._ikit:f, rt:,:_or-:; :b.e :malvt ic,_l and de:;il'.l, It'chil.tqth?:; ,:v4i]cfl,le in
th,, l<tbo:atoI'y <,.re not reflected in the t'i'oduction dc:;illu tcchniquc.<:;
ono-_op-one co:npQ:;[{c i'epl<lco:ncnt. <; for th," i:'ctdl cot'.iitcrp<,.','t ]:;
:;t'ill p:'oh_bitive; t!'e cn,'vf.V ,d,sopption and h::p4ct ddmdf.e tole_',mce
Ot cOl:_l'o:_]ten h,t:; to) be {n,'l'¢'.t.<;t'd to th,lt ot i;tt.t,lls eithc:' thl'o',;._-,h
l:l, ttt'!"i.,_.! {'tl:tlll',t*-q (':" do:'[)'.n co:lcet'It;; alia ,-;tl'tlc:lul',l] optiu!i;:<ltlol/ l'hl'Oll)',h
1he <:Fi'I it<it ion e: cer_;'ot;itc:; toy "'t.U it' :;tl'clb\lii ,lud tlyp,.l::_:,c full[Ill', h.l:;
I,, l'<' v.il [dnt,',i, 2"_ .:".:o f4ct,,t':: l't'l_l't':lt'll[ ill" £11"t',l:; OI c;.:ph.i:;i:4 Iop the
m.xt .c.cl;,,'.'<d [c,n ,'.':c._;ite tc,'hnolo!',y t,,i" heli'opl,'i':_.
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Composites Session - Discussion
How can we better standardize on materials? With the
present system, requalification results if a different
manufacturer is useJ. The USAF design guide does not
help, nor dues the updated DOD-NASA advanced composite
design guide.
The effect of environmental exposure, particularly moisture,
on composites was debated. Many components have seen years
of service without a problem, but any controlled tests show
a significant degradation. Probably, lab tests are more
severe than the real environment they simulate, and at the
same time, early design applications were conservative
enough so that some loss of properties was not enough to
cause failures.
_Vhy are composites so slow in being accepted? Answers
offered were: cost; lack of expertise in using the
materials, technological conservatism, lack of a "need"
until fuel and strategic metals became scarce.
It was noted that _IASA's effort on R&D is on advanced composites,
not the simpler application of fiberglass to replace
meta Is.
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